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Introduction
Other respondents to this consultation have ably described how
the industrial and occupational mix in Wales does not produce
sufficient demand for high qualifications and skills1.
My response focuses on the Committee’s questions relating to
ensuring inclusive growth, addressing economic inequalities
between different groups of people, and the innovative actions of
employers collaborating with the Women Adding Value to the
Economy (WAVE) programme to address progression from low
graded roles.
Low income can affect all employees over the lifecycle, is
associated with particular economic sectors and can be
compounded by insecure or variable hours contracts, selfemployment and part time working.
Jobs that require low or no qualifications rarely have ‘job ladders’.
Progression to higher graded roles is not envisaged or supported
through training and development. Employment in these ‘flat
structures’ produces ‘sticky floors’ at the bottom of the labour
market, constraining the ability to increase income. With little
possibility to move up through employment structures (vertical
progression), employees can only change employer (horizontal
progression) to attain higher pay or hours, and will need
information and advice on transferable skills2.
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The following section considers the nexus between low incomes,
the dimensions of socio-economic inequalities and inclusive
growth.
The equality dimensions of low pay in the Welsh Labour
Market
The Anatomy of Economic Inequality in Wales (2011) report found
that young people, people of Pakistani and Bangladeshi heritage,
disabled people and those living in rented accommodation were on
the lowest incomes. Further, that with the exception of educational
outcomes, women had a higher incidence of disadvantage across
employment, earnings, income and wealth within all the population
groups3.
The mismatch between qualifications levels in Wales and job entry
requirements particularly restricts women’s earnings. Women have
been over-represented in sectors associated with low pay such as
education, health, tourism and leisure, retail and hospitality, in
occupations such as sales, administration, and personal services,
for at least the last 20 years4. Their concentration in these sectors
and occupations results in women being much more likely than
men to work in jobs below their qualifications level5.
For women, low pay in low graded jobs is further compounded by
low hours6. For example, within the ‘elementary’ jobs
classification, which is gender balanced overall but has
considerable gender segregation between job roles, 75% of men
work on a full time basis while 73% of women work part time
hours7.
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The WAVE case studies produced numerous examples of women
working multiple part time or part time and casual jobs with the
same employer, in order to build working hours8.
The only protection against low earnings for women is:
‘ …having a degree, a higher degree or working full time
in a professional occupation. The probability of low hourly
earnings is more than twice as high for women who work
part-time (47%) as full-time (22%)9.
In addition to low pay in both part time and full time roles,
estimates suggest that around half of all self - employed people
have low incomes10. For these reasons, recent research
categorizes ‘precarious workers’ as those who are self-employed,
work part time or are in non-permanent work. The study finds that
whilst the proportion of men in these categories has climbed to
27% in Wales during the economic crisis, this is still much lower
than the 46% of women who are employed in such ways - a figure
that has remained relatively stable over the last decade11.
Further, more men and women in Wales report ‘underemployment’ than elsewhere - that is wanting more hours, or
seeking an additional or replacement job to build earnings.
The rate of precarious work has also climbed sharply for disabled
workers. Recalling that over half of working age people in Wales
who meet the definition of disabled under the Equality Act and/or
have a life limiting illness are not economically active, of those that
are in some form of paid work, almost 45% are in precarious
work12. The incidence of precarious employment among the
disabled population has increased over the period of the
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recession, although changes to the way disability is defined in
surveys makes this assessment unclear, and so it requires further
examination13.

In summary, when designing an economic strategy for Wales,
thought must be given to creating progression in the foundational
economy as well as securing higher skilled jobs in growth sectors.
Attention must also be given to creating greater diversity within
high value sectors - restricting funding to growth sectors where
men dominate higher skilled technical work, can have the effect of
entrenching inequalities14.
Women account for just 9% of skilled trades workers in Wales;
these skills may provide entry into new ‘green economy’ jobs in the
future. And although the growth sector, Finance, Business and
Professional Services, is gender balanced overall, half of all men
in the sector work in the top three occupations (Senior Managers,
Professionals, and Associate Technical and Professionals)
compared to just a third of women15. Over 40% of women in this
sector are in administrative roles with no clear progression routes.
Between 2004 and 2014, the number of Science and Technical
Associate Professional jobs in Wales grew from 21,000 to 25,600,
and men held 80% and 78% respectively of these jobs over the
decade16. The new economic strategy must give consideration to
supporting people to use their qualifications and skills to access
higher paid work; this means breaking down gendered sector and
occupational boundaries.
The WAVE ‘Equal Pay Barometer’ has been used in careers
advice work to demonstrate the density of men and women in over
300 occupations, and likely earnings in so-called ‘women’s work’.
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Whether it has persuaded some women to take up train driving
(average earnings £39,000 per annum) instead of beauty therapy
(average earnings £13,000 per annum) I could not say, but it is a
useful tool, which could be further developed and used by careers
advice services17.
Thought should also be given to supporting growth and innovation
in education and health, and management and leadership thinking
(Ball 2010)18.
Since the Anatomy of Economic Inequality report in 2011,
education and labour market outcomes have improved somewhat
for people with Pakistani and Bangledeshi heritage according to
the EHRC (WALES) Is Wales Fairer? Report. However, the
Anatomy report was based upon the compilation of a pooled
dataset that provided for close examination of small sub sets of the
population. It facilitated the examination of the intersectional socioeconomic impacts of gender, ethnicity, disability, social class and
age on education, employment and earnings outcomes.
It would be timely to update this analysis to underpin the equality
impact assessments that will be needed to ensure that the City
Deals and new economic strategy for Wales promote equality
through encouraging earnings growth/ higher hours/ and more
permanent work. The strategy will need to consider both
opportunities to progress in ‘foundational economy’ jobs, and to
increase access for all into higher skilled and higher paying
occupations.

Creating progression opportunities from low paid jobs
As discussed, low graded jobs (Grades 1 to 3) generally require no
or low qualifications and rarely have ‘job ladders’ to allow for
progression up the grade structure. During the Women Adding
Value to the Economy (WAVE) programme, Cardiff University
worked with collaborating public sector employers in local
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government, health and higher education to assess employment
and pay inequalities in the structure of employment19.
These employers demonstrated a high volume of permanent work.
However, in all cases women were over-represented in low paid,
low graded, part time work and temporary or casual work.
During WAVE, and pleasingly since the completion of the
programme in 2015, these employers have recognised their low
paid employees as a valuable asset. They know the organisation,
and are loyal staff - often having worked part time for the same
employer for many years.
In challenging times of austerity, the collaborating WAVE health
board and local government employers have undertaken surveys
and staff consultation exercises with low graded employees,
asking them about their aspiration to progress, desire for greater
working hours and their readiness for training and development or
job enrichment.
The results of staff consultations demonstrated significant interest
in both working greater hours and training and development for
progression. It is early days, but both employers have, or are in the
process of, updating recruitment practice, redesigning personal
development reviews, undertaking gender bias training, developing
line managers to spot progression opportunities, and bolstering
skills, including literacy skills where necessary, in order to help
employees progress – often into areas where recruitment has
been challenging.
One innovation of particular note is an employer intervention to
help employees avoid the welfare/low earnings trap.
Although Universal Credit requires workers to strive for higher pay
or increased hours, the low earnings trap is compounded by the
one ‘earner disregard’ per household policy. The lack of a
‘disregard’ for a second earner can act as a disincentive to build
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hours or move to higher paid roles – joint earnings may be
insufficient to replace the loss of household welfare transfers20.
The health board has run joint consultations with staff supported
by Citizens Advice Bureau and Job Centre Plus to help women in
low graded roles understand and negotiate earnings/ welfare
transfer boundaries.
Creating job shadowing and job swapping opportunities within the
health board has also led to movement between occupations and
some movement to higher grades. Eighty ‘bank only’ workers have
moved into permanent work in nursing and healthcare roles as a
result of staff engagement activities and changes to the
recruitment process21.
Creating ‘job ladders’ in lower skilled work is challenging, but with
commitment and resource it is possible.
The Higher Education employer has tackled gender segregation in
lower grades by creating generic service roles that contain
stereotypically gendered tasks. Workers can move between tasks,
for example, the same workers may rotate between catering and
security work. All the jobs are offered on a flexible working basis
and by moving to a values-based recruitment system, the
employer considers that a higher number of women have been
recruited to supervisory roles than might have otherwise been
expected.
These initiatives are detailed examples of dedicated work by
employers to change the employment structures that reproduce
inequalities in the labour market, and are underpinned by the
ambitions set out in the Welsh Specific Equality duties on
employment and pay differences.
The Welsh Government review of the effectiveness of the public
sector duties equality is due in September 2017. If the review
shows that such good practice is not widespread, then the
Equality, Local Government and Communities Committee has the
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opportunity to encourage the replication of such good practice, in
the both public and private sectors.
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